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The interface is very user-friendly and quite similar to Snapchat. You can record videos, add stickers, filters and masks as well as text. It is not
necessary to create a new account on the app. The best part about TikTok is that it does not require you to make any changes in the original video

editing software in order to use it properly. This means that it does not require a special mobile application or computer software for using its
features or to save your videos etc.",

TikTok also contributes to issues regarding copyright infringement by allowing users to use copyrighted material without permission. TikTok’s
advertising model allows users to receive payments from brands to create, upload and share their own videos or posts, similar to Instagram.

However, due to the difficulty of tracking the engagement that its user base generates, TikTok has been called out for the low monetization rates it
offers its creators.",
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In an article published by TechCrunch, it was alleged that "TikTok, one of the world’s most popular apps, is slowly turning into a massive source
of income for the company. It’s not just making money from ads, but also recently started selling ad inventory to advertisers who bought a specific

part of its user base." It continued by stating that "It has become so popular in terms of revenue that it is now its own third quarter and second-
quarter closing numbers." This article was published on TechCrunch.",
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One of the features that differentiated TikTok from other short-video sharing platforms at the time was its focus on lip syncing. The feature was
made available to all users and is only available when recording videos; users have the option of turning off the feature if they wish to.",
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1. The first screenshot tells us about how the layout of TikTok works. It keeps users locked in a loop where they're forced to either watch videos
or create videos on the app. 2. The second screenshot talks about the loading time of TikTok, which is reported to be quite long even though it's

supposed to load within seconds (the video should load under 10 seconds). For the people who are using older smartphones, it'll take even longer
for them to load it and even render it as a result.",

On February 16, 2021, Musical.ly filed another lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York against Snapchat as well
as its parent company Snap Inc., alleging that these companies had falsely claimed in advertising materials that they had no similar patents-related
claims against AppsFlyer Technologies (which provides analytics services for app developers). In this lawsuit, Musical.ly claimed that Snapchat

had infringed on four patents including US Patent Nos. 8,426,604 and 9,446,633 from a 2021 patent application by AppsFlyer Technologies for
real-time engagement analytics for mobile applications; it also claimed that Snapchat had violated US Patent Nos. 6,192,977 and 8,526,721 which

AppsFlyer had assigned to Snapchat in 2021. In addition to compensation for damages from these related claims, Musical.ly sought injunctive
relief requiring Snapchat and Snap Inc. to withdraw its advertising materials.",

TikTok allows you to upload videos with various effects including stickers, emoji's and text effects that are very easy to use and they can be used
in your video after recording without changing the original video editing software.",

According to a report by "Bloomberg" in August 2021, Zain Saudi Arabia is working with TikTok as they use the platform as a way to educate
young people. The app has reportedly been downloaded over 40 million times since it was launched in Saudi Arabia. The company also plans on
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working with restaurants and events to allow users to purchase food or tickets through the app. The app is also reportedly being used by doctors
in Saudi Arabia as a way to educate people on how to maintain themselves.",

In an article published by The Guardian, it was alleged that "TikTok has amassed a huge following of young people and adults who use the app to
share funny videos and memes. As of January 2021, TikTok had more than 700 million monthly active users and more than 100 million daily active

users on its video-sharing platform." This article was published on The Guardian.",

In September 2021, it was reported by Chinese state media Xinhua News Agency that a 17-year old girl in central China had killed herself after
sharing several TikTok videos about her suicidal intentions with friends. In an interview with The Washington Post, the girl's mother confessed that

her daughter's death was due to the highly negative comments she had received from other users on TikTok regarding her appearance.",
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